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Saishuu Yume

Saishuu Yume is a player character played by jereme and is currently involved in the roleplay plot.

Saishuu Yume

Species: Nekovalkyrja NH-29
Gender: Female

Age: 6months
Zodiac Sign:

Height: 5'3
Weight: 97lbs
Bra Size: 34B

Organization: Yamatai Star Empire
Occupation: Enlisted Infantry

Rank: Santo Hei
Current Placement:
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Physical Characteristics

Height: 5'3 Mass: 97lbs Measurements: 34-30-32 Build and Skin Color: She is slim, sleek, and her skin
a smooth pale yellow that makes her hair stand out all the more. NH29 standard.

Eyes and Facial Features: Asian traits dominated her face. Her eyes are a bit slanted, but the vibrant
pastel blues are still quite easily seen. She has a small, cute nose that is a bit pointed. Higher cheek
bones and full cheeks only add to her cute petite nature.

Hair Color and Style: Violet in color, it is cut in wild feathery layers that let the bottom layer's tips
touch her shoulders.

Distinguishing Features: Genetic tattoo / bar-code on left lower back

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Yume is relatively quiet, still a bit in awe of her own existence. She keeps to herself and is
rather professional. It's not hard to make her smile though, and she does have bursts of extroverted
hyperactivity. What most people note is her focus when something catches her interest. Her eyes are
often locked on to people as the move, taking in their body motions.

Likes: Fish, Steak, Dancing, Martial arts Dislikes: normal things every creature dislikes, but the cold in
particular. Goals: To create a hand to hand combat style that eliminates long range fighters

History

Family (or Creators)

She is a product of self cloning by her mother, whom she holds such a relationship with.

Pre-RP

Yume was birthed by her mother in late YE 31, at Uesureyan Fields on Yamatai. Shortly after her birth her
mother sealed her retirement by transferring bodies. Yume was raised in her care learning the docile life
of a civilian. After hearing so many of her mother's stories, she enlisted and headed to Fort Ready to train
an support the Empire.

Skills
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Communication

Yume is training with basic radio operation and procedures and to make transmissions to and receive
transmissions from other characters through headsets, starships, power armor, and shuttles in both
combat and non-combat conditions. Yume will be fluent in Nepleslian and Yamataian. She will be able to
speak and write both correctly and efficiently and can write reports, fill forms, issue orders under fire,
etc. Yume is also capable of telepathic communication.

Fighting

Yume is involved in hand-to-hand combat training, followed up with a rigorous training program. She will
be skilled and experienced in combat both in Yamatai-like conditions and in zero-gravity, with and
without weapons. Weapons she will be trained in include energy pistols, knives, and power armor. She
will express interest in martial arts in unarmed combat.

Technology Operation

Yume will be capable of operating any computer system that uses the Kessaku OS, found on all Star
Army starships. She will be proficient in entering and/or searching for information.

Mathematics

Yume will receive basic mathematics training, to including up to algebra and trigonometry.

Physical

Yume has a fascination with bodies in motion. She already trains her own body to experience extremes in
acrobatics, endurance and power.

Survival and Military

Yume will seek to be as self reliant as possible. She will desire to learn how to survive and excel in any
situation.

Domestic

Yume was taught by her mother before enlisting. She understands most concepts tasks required in
civilian life. Cooking, cleaning, shopping and etiquette chief among the skills.
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Finances

Saishuu Yume is currently a Santo Hei in the Yamatai Star Empire. She receives a weekly salary of -
salary- per week.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds
Character Data
Character Name Saishuu Yume
Character Owner jereme
Character Status Adoptable Player Character
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Santô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Infantry
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